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Abstract

In this work, we present our game, verilogTown, as an aid to students learning Verilog. The reason for such a game comes from our experiences teaching digital system design where we observed a challenge for second year students learning to design with the Verilog hardware description language (HDL). In this work, we speculate why it is hard to learn an HDL, claiming that like learning all languages, the students do not play/use the language enough to develop an understanding of them (including Verilog). A student’s typical process of learning Verilog includes class examples and assignments, labs, and a project, but like learning more traditional programming languages, until a learner spends significant time using a language to build something, these experiences only result in a basic understanding. verilogTown was created to provide students with a medium to play with Verilog in an engaging and safe environment. The hope is that instead of simply completing a working design for a class, students will be challenged by the game puzzles and will spend significantly more time with Verilog design. Our comparison on exam performance in 2014 and 2015 without and with verilogTown suggests that our game impacts student Verilog understanding.

Introduction

Over six years of teaching second year students digital system design, the major challenge for these students is how to describe hardware in a hardware description language (HDL). In our curriculum, the Verilog HDL is used to describe synthesizable designs mapped to an FPGA (noting that using VHDL is very similar and challenging). Students, at this stage, have experience with imperative programming, calculus, and physics, each of which are challenging areas, and each pose problems that are, arguably, at the level of simple digital system design. However, in a single semester course going from logic to digital arithmetic and control there a large amount of material to gain expertise in. Additionally, we challenge students to understand the design of common digital structures at both the schematic level and HDL level. The result is some
understanding of using an HDL to design a complex system, but we would like students to have better understanding of Verilog, and for the experience to be less jarring in their learning process. Some teachers might argue that either there is too much material to learn in a short time period or that the material is challenging and hard to learn and simply is a difficult learning experience. We, however, are experimenting to see if other methods might make this learning process better.

In particular, we have designed a video game that includes Verilog HDL as the design language used to control the world. This idea was inspired by other video games such as CodeHero (primerlabs.com/codehero) which mixes first person shooter games with a gun that can be programmed in Javascript to manipulate the world, and vimAdventure (vim-adventures.com/) which mixes an adventure game with learning the vim editor controls. verilogTown, is a puzzle game where cars are preset to travel a city of roads at specific entry and exit points at a given time. The cars are intelligent enough to pay attention to traffic signals (go, go left, go right, go forward, or stop), to not crash into a car going the same direction in front of them, and to calculate the shortest path to their, respective, exit. The puzzle is to write Verilog designs controlling each traffic light such that the cars safely traverse to their destination (no crashes or routing to a wrong destination) and all cars get through the city in a minimum amount of time.

The contributions for this paper are the creation of such a game and the improvement students showed in a small sample study of classes taught in 2014 and 2015. Additionally, this work is developed as open source software written in Java, and we hope that this might be useful to other researchers including our games simple Verilog compiler and simulator.

In this paper, we describe our video game, the Verilog simulation environment, and a lab/assignment we have designed for instructors to modify/use for their classes. In the background 2, we briefly examine the state of video games in education, and provide research results as well as our own speculation of why language design is a challenge to learn. We then describe, in section 3 the game and resources we include, Verilog simulation, and a lab we have created for others. In section 4 we describe how we evaluated the impact of our game, and in section 5 we discuss the current anecdotal user experiences with the game, and finally, we conclude the paper and describe future work.

Background

In the background we will focus on three main focal points: games for learning, digital design education, and learning design languages. In particular, our goal is to expose researchers to these broad fields and and speculate why languages are hard to learn. We argue that an HDL language is even harder to learn than programming languages for an undergraduate student.

Games for Learning

Games, which includes both in person tabletop games (board games, card games, party games) and video games, are activities with three distinctive features¹ (one of many definitions):
1. A game has a set of rules
2. A game provide feedback to the players
3. A game is voluntary

We claim that higher education includes the same set of defining features, and early education (K-12) includes only features 1 and 2. And yet, the striking difference between games and education is that most people become highly engaged with games, but not so much with most of their education. In particular, video games have the ability to highly engage a large portion of the population, and people have speculated that this is the case because the game design (through the machines control) can present a user with a challenge that is just above their skill level and evoke a flow state. The flow state is ”In such a state a person feels fully alive and in control, because he or she can direct the flow of reciprocal information that unites person and environment in an interactive system”

Another important aspect of games is the idea of failure. In education, it is very hard to fail, and in many cases within the education system, failure is a disaster, especially in the high stakes assessment we typically employ. Because of this, failure has become something to be avoided or mitigated with the exception of people playing games; for example, for those of us who played Mario (mario.nintendo.com/), Tetris (tetris.com/), Pacman (pacman.com/), or Angry Birds (www.angrybirds.com/), failure is an expectation in learning to succeed. Video games present failure as a low stakes assessment or feedback point that shows you have not learned a solution or skill to complete the task. Note, not many people ride a bike, solve a differential equation, or read a sentence perfectly the first time they make an attempt at these various skills and problems.

Because of the qualities and relationship between games and learning, many people have tested games as learning environments to improve student performance. It is still undetermined if creating games for learning is a worthwhile effort. Below, we list four recent attempts by researchers in technical subjects just to show the range of ideas of using games for learning:

- Sol and Stephens created a game to teach statistics
- Navarro et. al. built a game to help students learn radio communication
- Lyon et. al. created, Little Newton, to teach physics
- Cheng et. al. build an educational game for learning immunology

This is a very small sample of games that focus on learning in technical fields.

In general, the field of games used for other purposes than just entertainment continues to grow, and this paper can not provide a full introduction to the subject. We direct the interested reader to Susi et. al. as a place to start learning more about this field. For more directed questions of games and entertainment, Mitchell and Savill-Smith’s work provides a survey of early 2000 game research, and surveys of the impact on learning with video games All et. al. and Boyle et. al. provide a more present view of the lay of the land. Finally, our work provides a lense for educators on what to look at as the educational benefits of a game before pursuing the challenging developmental efforts needed to create such digital games.
Research in Digital Design Education

Researchers and educators have questioned how to improve the learning outcomes and successes of students learning digital design, which itself is a massive industrial and academic field. Learning and education fit into the research domain of the social sciences, which means that the complexity of humans and our experiments will rarely show clear measurable results and linear relationships that can be explained by a researchers intervention. Still, this field exposes ideas on how we may improve the learning experience.

Digital design taught to undergraduates tends to include an understanding of transistors as digital switches, transistors organized into logic gates, and structuring logic gates into more complex functions such as arithmetic units, memories, and finite state machines. There are a number of topics in this process including optimization for speed, area, power, and ease of design. The last of these leads us to exploring schematic design versus HDL design (and possibly high-level synthesis techniques). These topics can be spread out over three to four courses, but can also have been taught in one to two courses depending on a universities resources and curriculum. Finally, most courses in this domain are accompanied with practical lab design, normally, through simulation in software such as Multisim\(^{14}\), wiring designs on bread boards, or, more recently, on programmable prototyping boards (with FPGAs) provided by companies such as Altera\(^{15}\) and Xilinx\(^{16}\) and their respective university programs.

In terms of research on improving digital system education, a number of papers have been presented. Takach and Moser\(^{17}\) were one of the early contributors for using simulation and PLDs (Programmable Logic Devices) in their teaching of digital systems. PLDs, in the teaching domain, have been replaced with FPGA prototyping boards and Zhu et. al.\(^{18}\) and Wang\(^{19}\) describe their experiences with these as well as continuing work\(^{20}\). Ariebi discussed similar innovation in these courses as the first to discuss HDLs integrated in a digital design course\(^{21}\), which was followed by others such as\(^{22}\). At, roughly, the same time Calazans and Moraes discussed how hardware and computer architecture can be integrated\(^{23}\), and their approach was to implement the complex design of a processor in a simulation tool and then run an algorithm such as bubble sort on a student designed processor. Amaral et. al. looked at creating a course for computer science students in digital design and used a series of prepared labs (including prepared hardware modules) that allowed students to progress to complex systems in a single term\(^{24}\).

Learning Design Languages

Design languages include both programming languages and HDLs, where we argue that the HDLs have more similarity to parallel programming than most early taught programming languages, which are sequential and imperative. Teaching programming languages is a common topic at education conferences and the research literature is significantly large. Mayer\(^{25}\) provides a recent book on the topic and the many paths people have taken in the field of learning programming languages. Topics in this area greatly vary from programming in K-12 education\(^{26}\) to specifics of object-oriented programming\(^{27}\).

HDLs as a taught skill has a much more limited research base. Duckworth\(^{28}\) presents the
experiences he has with incorporating VHDL and FPGAs as design tool and target for students. In particular, he notes that students have particular problems with getting the system to work, using simulation as a design step, and understanding that an HDL is not a programming language. Ebeling and French attempt to help students by creating an HDL, Abstract Verilog, with “well-defined, clean parallel execution semantics” 29. Vemuru et. al. propose a spiral model of teaching where HDL pedagogy is intertwined with topics and is slowly built up with complexity over time 30. As pointed out by Kumar et. al. 31 the HDL and tool flow is an industrial tool used by professional engineers that should be included in undergraduate education.

From our own experience integrating Verilog into a second year digital system course, students have a tough time with Verilog due to its C or Java like syntax (which they model in their mind as sequential executing language). Our approach is to have students implement designs as either schematics or HDL and then have the student interpret their design into the other format so that they begin to understand how the two forms are the same, but the advantage of using design languages is it allows for more rapid design and re-usability. Still, the topic consistently is reported as one of the hardest parts of the course, and as above, we suspect the parallel nature of the computation is a major challenge for students.

verilogTown

Here, we describe our game verilogTown 32 including resources we provide, the design of the Verilog simulator, and a lab we have created that others can use in their courses.

What is the game, editor, and level editor

Our motivation to create a video game for Verilog was to help students by spending more time playing with the HDL instead of simply using it to complete a lab. Our hypothesis is that spending more time playing and using a language will help students improve their understanding and skill with the language.

The goal in a verilogTown level is to get the vehicles through the town without crashing and as fast as possible. Figure 1 shows a sample level map where cars are driving around and responding to traffic control at intersections. To achieve this goal, players write the Verilog that controls the traffic signals at every four-way and three-way intersection. This means that the student/player needs to write a Verilog module for each of the six intersections seen in Figure 1.

The possible traffic controls (output of each of the six modules) includes stop (st), go, turn left (tl), turn right (tr), and go straight (gs) where the “go” signal allows the vehicle to follow its current shortest path to destination, and the other signals, potentially, force a car to follow another path. This allows the player to either specify where a car goes as per a defined solution. Once a student/player has written their Verilog modules, the level is started and car crashes can occur at intersections when two (or more) cars are turning; cars will not run into a car in front of them going in the same direction. Cars also calculate and re-calculate the shortest path to their desired exit point.
As stated earlier, the goal of the game is to get all of the cars through the city without any crashes and in the minimum amount of time. Levels are designed as a puzzle so that the Verilog modules written for each intersection can be designed to change paths or timing of the cars to improve the overall traffic flow. A player can edit the HDL that controls the traffic signals each intersection by clicking it and opening up an editor. From the perspective of the Verilog HDL each intersection has the following inputs and outputs (with their corresponding Verilog):

- a system clock - this clock signal (input clk) is a 25Hz clock.
- a system reset - this reset signal (input rst) is a system-wide reset low signal that is mainly used by the simulator.
- input intersection sensors - there are 8 input sensors (input [7:0] sensor_light) in a 4-way intersection. Four sensors are positioned at the car entry points to the traffic signal, and four are in the intersection. Each of these sensors is a binary signal that shows if a car is currently on that sensor.
- user placed sensors - depending on the level (maximum of 30 - input [29:0] general_sensors), there are a set number of user placed sensors (in the car lanes) that every traffic signal on the map can read and use for predictive algorithms of incoming traffic. Figure 1 shows 3 of these sensors labeled 4, 5, and 6.
- output signals - each car going in a direction (North, East, South, West) has a corresponding traffic signal that can send one of the five signals (go, st, tl, tr, gf) - output [2:0]outN; output [2:0]outE; output [2:0]outS; output [2:0]outW;
• debug port - a debug port (output [29:0] debug_port) in an output which users can send out information during simulation about internal signals.
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Figure 2: The editor where Verilog can be edited for a traffic signal

The player needs to solve/improve their control for a respective level by modifying the supplied combinational and sequential Verilog templates to get all cars through the map. This is achieved by clicking on a traffic intersection and modifying the Verilog design associated with it. Figure 2 shows the editor that in addition to being a medium for writing and compiling the Verilog can be used to simulate the behavior of the control Verilog depending on cars being at the traffic light sensors and the general sensors.

Once the player has created their design solution, they simply start the game simulation to see how they perform. This simulation can be paused and restarted to observe car behavior to come up with new and better traffic control solutions.

**Game Simulator**

The development language used to create verilogTown and its resources is Java, and even though we have experience creating open-source Verilog compilers\(^3\)\(^4\), the simulation environment and compiler are completely original creations. In particular, instead of using Bison\(^3\)\(^5\) and Flex\(^3\)\(^6\) tools to create a parser and then creating an Abstract Syntax Tree, we instead used ANTLR 4.0 as the parser/data-structure\(^3\)\(^7\), which is an excellent tool, but takes a significantly different approach to language parsing compared to our previous experiences. Interested users should read the previously cited book to understand ANTLR 4.

Since the Verilog for the game and the editor is only used for simulation, the Verilog simulation is much simpler than creating a functional netlist. Basically, each Verilog file (representing the control for each traffic light) is compiled at simulation time during which we create a symbol table, which is used to store the state of the Verilog (including output and input vectors). When a cycle is simulated, the input vectors (which are the sensors) are entered into the simulator and the
syntax tree is walked through to update the respective values in the symbol table, which eventually propagates to the output vectors. The output vectors can then be read by either the editor or game simulation to update their respective states and that of the game world. Since each traffic signal is independent from one another we can simulate each traffic signal independently, and from a performance perspective compilation is done before the game simulation is started (cars start entering and moving on the map), which means during game simulation the syntax trees only need to be traversed to update values. For sequential circuits the simulation is run 50 times per second (one simulation for clock updates and one simulation for signal propagation) and for the levels we have designed the simulation performance is real-time from the players perspective on a typical PC.

We do not support all the Verilog syntax, and the reason for this is the game has been designed for beginner users. Our approach to teaching Verilog is to keep the syntax as simple synthesizable syntax, and we include that syntax capability in the game. Our website lists the supported Verilog and key missing structures (http://www.users.miamioh.edu/jamiespa/verilogTown/support.html).

A Lab or Assignment with the game

Our goal is to have students play with the Verilog language more than they would in a standard course where they normally use the language to create a few designs for each lab. However, students are not likely to simply pick up the game and start playing it even though they have a hard time with learning the language. To help introduce students to the game, we have created a lab/assignment that has students create solutions for three of the game levels. This lab is available in word format at: http://www.users.miamioh.edu/jamiespa/verilogTown/lab.html.

We have provided this lab on our website so that instructors can include this in their labs or as a separate assignment. We recommend that this be used in one of two ways. First, students can have their first introduction to Verilog HDL by playing the game and referencing our website. This is a self-learning approach that will require students to spend significant time to understand both Verilog and our game, but because of the provided templates this process is not that difficult and will provide students with templates that they can use to start to design Verilog with. The Verilog can then be used in class to illustrate the basics of the language, but we suggest that instructors spend some time on showing how Verilog is converted to schematics to make the connection between description and synthesizable logic (as Part 2 in our lab tests). The second approach is to include this activity after the students have some familiarity with Verilog as practice with changing designs for a desired response. In our study below, students used the second approach where they played the game after being exposed to Verilog.

Also, note that part 2 of this lab is about understanding how Verilog is translated into schematics. This can be removed if the students are not yet at a stage where they have this understanding. The sequential template is a finite state machine that may or may not be understood by the students, and this aspect can also be removed or dealt with appropriately.
Results

Our hypothesis is that by including verilogTown as part of the learning experience our students will improve their design ability using Verilog. To test this hypothesis, we taught a course with and without verilogTown. In 2014, we taught our digital design course to 60 students without verilogTown, and in 2015, we taught the same course to 34 students with one lab replaced by the one supplied above that includes the use of verilogTown (class size difference was due to a new faculty member). Otherwise, both courses were identical in what was taught and how the courses were assessed.

Our assessment of Verilog performance was based on the second exam, which includes a question on designing a finite state machine (FSM) in Verilog, and the project. The second exam has a question worth 60% of the exam grade where the other 40% is for designing an FSM in schematics. Overall exam 2 is 10% of a student’s grade. The project is worth 20% of the students grade, and there is a high emphasis placed on getting something working, but the design must be more difficult than the final lab. The reason labs are not used is they are graded based on mastery where if a student completes the lab with a successful demonstration, they get full credit for the lab.

In terms of a fair comparison between these groups, our experiment has a number of flaws. For example, the two groups are of significant different sizes due to the teaching arrangement at our institution. Note, however, the class average in 2014 was 73.2% and in 2015 was 72.9%, which suggests the class performance as a whole is similar. Additionally, we did not perform any standardized statistical tests as our results will suggest some benefit to our approach, but we believe a larger and more properly prepared experiment should be done in this domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Exam 2 average</th>
<th>Exam 2 stdev</th>
<th>Project average</th>
<th>Project stdev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the results of the two classes where the arithmetic average and standard deviation out of 100 are reported for each year on exam 2 and the major project. Typically, most of the points are lost on the Verilog question in this exam, and in year 2015 that included the use of verilogTown the percentage on the exam went up by about 9%. In our experience, this type of improvement is significant.

The project comparison in Table 1 shows no major difference in ability between the two years. This does not surprise us since students have a significant amount of time to get their projects working, which is a major portion of the grade where only about 30% of the project grade is to complexity of design. These projects, however, are significant achievements for the students.

We did not survey the students on how their experience was with the game since there is nothing to compare this against. Anecdotally, the students in 2015 liked the inclusion of the game where a
discussion with one student found out that the sequential templates included in verilogTown were key for him to understand sequential logic and FSMs. There were also a few students that we had to tell to stop playing the game as there were more important tasks at hand.

**Conclusion**

In this work, we presented verilogTown, which is a game that uses Verilog HDL as the language to control traffic signals in a city. This game is an open source game that tries to give students a platform to play around with simple Verilog to help them get a better understanding of the design language. We included a number of resources with the game that allow students and educators to expand the game in any direction they feel is beneficial for their needs. For example, we include a level editor so that learners and educators can create additional levels beyond the 12 levels that come with the base game. This might include understanding deadlock and live-lock, and it is even conceivable that the game could be used to implement a communication protocol, or even a processor.

The question remains, is verilogTown an effective tool that meets our proposed goals. Based on a comparison of exam 2 results in 2014 and 2015 with no other significant course change other than the inclusion of verilogTown, we would conclude yes. The 2015 group performed on average 9% better than the previous year, and exam 2 is our most significant Verilog design assessment. When comparing grades for projects, there is no significant grade difference between the two groups, and we explained that this is because of the emphasis on working designs and the significant amount of time given to the project.

The future of this work is with one particular question: Can video games be used to teach an entire intro to digital design course and is it as effective? verilogTown is a step in this direction in proving that there is a benefit to games and teaching HDLs.

The website [www.users.miamioh.edu/jamiespa/verilogTown/](http://www.users.miamioh.edu/jamiespa/verilogTown/) provides many additional details about the game and has links that will guide researchers to the source code, downloadable files, and other resources for the game and learning Verilog.
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